Space and Flight Crew
Training
Flight Physiological Centre

Air crew training you can trust
Our primary purpose at the Flight Physiological Centre (FPC) is to provide
best-in-class training to military air crew from around the world. The FPC has
been the home of Flight Physiological training for the Swedish Air Force for
over 20 years, and through the QinetiQ partnership we are able to offer these
capabilities to approved customers, globally.
All our training instructors are skilled Swedish Air Force pilots who have
many years of experience. We take a great deal of pride in our training,
achieving 100% success rate in all our training courses. Our training meets the
requirements of Standard Nato Agreement (STANAG) and the facility holds a
U.S. Air Force Certificate of Recognition.
We tailor our training packages to meet an individual’s needs and abilities,
rather than using a one- size-fits-all approach to progression. We offer:
– Pilot-to-Pilot training
– Guaranteed 100% success rate
– Cost-effective solutions
– Experienced flight surgeons, always available
– Individually tailored training packages
– Flexible scheduling, with a door-to-door service
– STANAG 3114 and 3827 compliant qualifications
– U.S. Air Force Certificate of Recognition
– Located on the secure military Malmen Airbase (ESCF)

High G training
Our proven state-of-the-art Dynamic Flight Simulator (DFS) is the perfect tool for
realistic High G training that replicates the G forces of the latest generation of fast
jet aircraft. Through radar and weapons systems functionality, it offers advanced
tactical training and development capability that includes:
– High performance of up to 15 G, with an acceleration rate (onset) of 10 G/s
– Three degrees of freedom for realistic simulation
– Built-in HD flight simulator, SAAB Jas 39 Gripen C
– Tactical functionalities such as radar and weapons systems
– Air combat and formation flights scenarios
– High G suits and regulators available
– Spatial Disorientation (SD) training programmes
– Large library of fixed training G profiles

Hypoxia awareness training
Loss of cabin pressure during flight can lead to hypoxia – a reduction of the oxygen supply
to the brain, with the consequential loss of reality and deterioration of mental ability.
In our hypoxia demonstration room, pilots and cabin crew can experience hypoxia to better
understand its effects. Using the normobaric method to achieve hypoxia – breathing gas
with lower oxygen concentration – we can promote early recognition of personal symptoms.
Our hypoxia demonstration room provides:
– A safe method with no risk of neurological decompression sickness
– Adjustable simulated altitude 0-10 000m (0-33,000ft)
– Three simultaneous users
– Pulse and oxygen saturation monitoring with video
– Customisable for different mask/helmet systems
– Intercom system
– Ability to use with flight simulator

Test pool training
The test pool at the FPC can recreate harsh conditions in a safe and repeatable environment.
We can introduce rough seas, low temperatures, high wind, rain, noise and lightning effects
to accurately reproduce open sea conditions. To complete the training package, we can
provide standard single or multi-person life rafts. The pool is equipped with a winch to
simulate helicopter winching as well as parachute drops. Our test pool offers:
– Safe training in a controlled environment
– Sea survival training (SST) and Parachute Landing Training (PLT), combined if required
– Helicopter Shallow Water Egress Training (SWET)
– Helicopter winching rescue training

Spatial disorientation training
Spatial Disorientation (SD) is one of the biggest dangers to flight safety; research has shown
that while overall incidents have dramatically reduced over time, those due to SD have
remained constant.
During SD training, we aim to train the pilot to identify dangerous SD situations and how to
remain safe throughout them. The simulation capabilities in the gondola of the DFS allow us
to manipulate the pilot’s perception of the outside world; we have successfully used the DFS
to create a number of SD illusions:
– Jet-upset illusion (Somatogravic pitch-up)
– Coriolis– Unusual attitudes
– G-excess illusion
– Post-rotatory illusion

Location and accommodation
The facility is located within the military Malmen Airbase that provides visitors the
opportunity to travel with their own plane and land only a few minutes’ walk from the FPC
training facility. The city of Linköping is the home to Swedish aviation, with a renowned
university and 155,000 inhabitants. It offers a wide range of services and, due to its size,
everything is close by. We offer to make arrangements for our trainees’ whole stay, including
transportation, hotels,restaurants and recreational activities.
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